A USER’S GUIDE
WHATS IT FOR?
Depending on how it is applied, Rocktape can be used to:
n Reduce swelling, pain or stiﬀness.

n Delay muscle fatigue

n Improve posture and performance
Whatever the problem, the aim of applying Rocktape is always to improve the problem. Sometimes tape will
make a dramatic diﬀerence quickly, sometimes its eﬀects are more subtle and slow. We recommend that you
wear the tape for 48hrs before deciding whether your tape is helping you. If its not you are welcome to take it
oﬀ. If it seems to be helping keep wearing your tape for 5-7days

LOOKING AFTER YOUR TAPE
The glue on Rocktape is heat activated (hence all the rubbing when it is applied). Over the first few hours your
tape is on its a good idea to give the tape a rub all over a few times to make sure all of the tape is well stuck.
Tape is fully waterproof so you can bath, shower, swim, etc without any problem. It is a good idea to give the
glue 1-2hrs to fully stick before getting it wet. When drying oﬀ just take a little care not to catch and lift the
edges of the tape.
Rocktape is engineered for the heat of sporting competition so it can go anywhere you go.
Run/Swim/Bike/Play with your tape on. If you have tried other tapes you will probably have experienced a premature peel!! We think you will be pleasantly surprised; Rocktape really is as tough as its users.
Sometimes a small area, usually at one end of the tape, will start unstick and lift. The simplest way to deal with
this is to take a pair of sharp kitchen/oﬃce scissors and CAREFULLY trim the tape back to where the glue is still good.
Contact between tape and moisturiser, skin cream/lotions etc will cause the tape to unstick so should be avoided.

REMOVING TAPE
Most tape application can simply be picked at one end then peeled away from the skin with little discomfort.
On hairy and sensitive areas removal of tape can cause a momentary wince! Here are our tips to minimising your wince:

n Remove tape going with, rather than against, the direction of hair growth

n Tape will come oﬀ easily when warm and wet so during or after shower/bath is an ideal time.

n Place the area on a stretch and holding the skin down just ‘behind’ the bit you are unsticking.

n Finally if you are still struggling, rubbing some olive oil or moisturiser into and around the tape will cause the
glue to weaken and the tape should just slide oﬀ

REASON TO REMOVE TAPE

n Allergic reaction to Rocktape is very rare but can happen. Redness around the tape, sensation of heat and
itching are all signs you are having a reaction, remove tape and rinse area with cold water

n Remember your Rocktape is there to make your problem feel better. If you have given it 48hrs and you feel
the tape isn’t helping your problem or making it feel worse; Take it oﬀ

n Depending on where on your body your tape is applied and what you get up to while it’s on, tape will eventually start to peel. Once around more than about 10% of the tape has peeled its time to take it oﬀ.
n Rocktape should not be used over broken skin or where active infection/cellulitis is present

ONE LAST THING.....
Rocktape is a fully customisable treatment tool. When your tape is on pay attention to how it helps you and
whether there is anyway your RockDoc can make it even better next time you get taped. Keep an eye on your
problem just after you take it oﬀ. Sometimes you don’t notice how much the tape was doing until we take oﬀ.
Check our website www.rocktape.net. If you would like to purchase Rocktape and to view some great video
clips demonstrating various tape application
Keep up with all our latest news on Facebook; Search for Rocktape UK or follow us on Twitter: @rocktapeUK

